The Worship Leader
Serves as a member of the Alpha Team and reports to the Director.
This person oversees all aspects of worship times during the weekly Alpha sessions and the
Weekend Away.

Qualifications
Competent musician and song leader; responsible; has understanding of philosophy of worship
during Alpha; is versatile with music that appeals both to unchurched and growing Christians;
has positive, teachable attitude; demonstrates mature Christian character; and has a servant’s
heart.

Specific Responsibilities
1. In conjunction with the Director, select songs for each worship time during Alpha including
weekly sessions and the Weekend Away. Plan to use a mixture of old and new songs,
beginning with a familiar hymn the first night and moving toward more modern songs.
Change gradually from singing about God to singing directly to God.
2. Select a team of musicians whose lives represent well the Christian faith.
3. In conjunction with the Director, arrange for all sound equipment needed for the worship
times and presentation and taping of the talks (if given live).
4. Arrange for songbooks or overheads with the words to all songs to be used during the weekly
sessions and Weekend Away. Make sure use of all music and words of songs comply with
copyright laws. If your church is a member of CCLI, please be sure to report this copying
activity on your CCLI survey.
5. If the talks are presented via DVD, make arrangements for the DVD player and enough
monitors (or a screen large enough) that everyone present will be able to view it easily.
6. If the talks are presented live, make sure that the microphone is in place and working
properly, there is a podium or music stand for the speaker to place notes, and water is
available for the speaker.
7. Attend all training sessions, the opening Introductory Dinner, all weekly
administrative/prayer meetings, each of 10 weekly Alpha sessions, the Weekend Away, any
follow-up meetings, and the Celebration Dinner.
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